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- Optimal exploitation requires
  \[ \pi_q = \lambda \]

- The shadow price gives the marginal value of the stock
- Under open access, individual firms do not perceive \( \lambda \)
- Market failure - absence of a resource price
- *Economic* overfishing implies excessive effort (inputs) and *rent dissipation*
- Rationale for regulation or *management*
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Economic management instruments *contd*.

- Individual transferable quotas (ITQs)

- The regulator only has to choose a total catch (TAC).
- The quota price is set by the market.
- Firms choose $q$ so that $p_c(q) = s$.
- Second-best approach - choose a "safe" TAC.
- Quota market ensures efficient allocation.
- Practical issues: enforcement, discards.
- ITQ systems in Australia, New Zealand, Iceland, and Canada.
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Regulator only has to choose a total catch (TAC)
The quota price is set by the market
Firms choose $q$ so that $p - c'(q) = s$
Second-best approach - choose a “safe” TAC
Quota market ensures efficient allocation
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- Individual transferable quotas (ITQs)
- Regulator only has to choose a total catch (TAC)
- The quota price is set by the market
- Firms choose $q$ so that $p - c'(q) = s$
- Second-best approach - choose a “safe” TAC
- Quota market ensures efficient allocation
- Practical issues: enforcement, discards
- ITQ systems in Australia, New Zealand, Iceland and Canada
ITQs: firm demand
ITQs: industry *inverse* demand
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- Tax revenues \(\approx\) resource rent
- Collected by regulator (society)
- ITQs - rent distribution depends on allocation method
- Annual quota could be sold by the regulator
- Typically, *permanent* quotas are given free to industry
- Rents accrue to industry
- Fiscal measures for rent capture?
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- In principle, effort charges/quotas could impose a user cost indirectly
- But, “effort” includes all inputs
- Which input(s) to target?
- Relationship between effort and catch?
- Licence charges are used to raise revenue ($\approx$ rent)
- e.g., Falkland Islands
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- economic surplus (resource rent)
- increased harvest?
- costs of management
- enforcement costs
- Optimum where $MSB = MSC$
- Cost recovery?
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- New Zealand’s ITQ system